REVOLUTIONARY INSIGHTS
ENABLING PROACTIVE
DECISION-MAKING
Acumen, a market-leading analytics solution
from AdvantageGo, provides deep and
sophisticated analysis across the whole
(re)insurance value chain. It does this
by turning structured and unstructured

complex data into valuable visualisations
and insights that drive you towards a high
quality and profitable portfolio. Our powerful,
real-time contextual analytics help you to
be proactive, and not only reactive.

FEATURES:
Underwriting dashboard showing new business
analysis, renewal analysis, predicted premium,
premium assessment by geography and broker,
and performance analytics
Operational dashboard showing lost and
rejected submissions by reason, workflow
trend analysis, and user-level actions analysis
Catastrophe modelling analytics
Aggregation modelling analytics
Claims dashboard
Broker performance dashboard
Workflows to support Solvency II
and other compliance requirements
Premium calculation and forecasting
to support financial reporting

BENEFITS:
Analytics that help you to be
proactive, and not only reactive
Tap into powerful, deep and personalised
analytics with end-to-end intelligence
for your entire organisation
Improve your control and management
with valuable insight, intelligently acquired
and organised from both structured and
unstructured complex data
Confidently make better, more effective
decisions with contextual analytics
and user-defined dashboards
Rapidly identify and capitalise
on new opportunities with
real-time contextual analytics

Templates to validate information
for Lloyd’s reporting requirements

THE PERFECT PRODUCT FOR ALL
PROACTIVE INSURANCE PROFESSIONALS
How you mine, interpret and transform
your data into relevant and actionable
information is what will ultimately set you
apart. Powerful data analytics is the key to
you writing better business, to proactively

managing your losses and ultimately
providing your customers with
a better experience. Interested in
finding out how you can turn your
biggest asset into valuable insight?

ANIITA - THE REVOLUTIONARY DIGITAL ASSISTANT
By combining Acumen with Aniita, you can
access (re)insurance data and insights like
never before. AdvantageGo’s revolutionary
digital assistant Aniita means that for the first
time, you have swift and accurate access to
business-critical information. Wherever you are,
you can easily access Aniita’s powerful curated
insights by chatting with Aniita using your

Smartphone or Amazon’s Alexa.
Aniita connects to any policy administration,
exposure management or third-party system
as well as sourcing data from IoT and advanced
machine learning, swiftly augmenting insights
within seconds. Natural and responsive
conversations and answers – when you
need them.

